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Paper Doll Dress-Up

2013-04-11

in an age where television and computers seem to encroach in every part
of our lives there is something wonderfully simple about paper dolls with
no gimmicks materials techniques or tools required except for a pair of
scissors you can create your very own fashion parade with this lavish
collection of outfits and accessories see how clothes have changed over
time from the fashions of ancient egypt and rome to the flamboyant finery
of elizabethan dress to the more recent fashions of the sixties seventies
and eighties simply cut out the two dolls and their stands and then you
are ready to start cutting out the different outfits each costume has
tabs to hold in place on the doll in addition there are two pages of fun
accessories stickers so you can complete the outfits with shoes bags and
headpieces now you re ready to go

Dollys and Friends Originals 1910s Paper Dolls

2020-07-18

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 outfits in 1910s
styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians
fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or
anyone interested in 1900s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these



original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Color, Cut, Play Dress Up Paper Dolls, Vintage
and Cute

2021-05-03

with this fashion activity book you can feel like a fashion designer 3
paper dolls with many charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play
dress up with them for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children while cutting out
will improve their scissor skills coloring the line art can help to find
good color combinations and developing a sense of style and design
younger children may need help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and
clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun
family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and
collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations
new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a
digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper
dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way
is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps
to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family
playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and
fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper
dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a
long history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls
these are modern fashion dolls collecting these paper dolls and sharing
them with children can also make fashion and design become one of their
passions

Let's Play Paper Doll Dress Up!

2015-11-12

playing paper dolls is a fun pastime and so is dressing up in fun
costumes in this delightful paper doll book there are four darling dolls
to dress up in outfits for princesses parties queens festivals
butterflies flowers halloween thanksgiving and olden days included are
fashion accessories adorable animals fun furnishings and props for hours
of old fashioned play there are more than 100 cut outs in all the dolls
nan penny emily and bella can wear outfits from let s play paper doll
christmas another adorable edition by alina m kolluri



Color, Cut, Play Dress Up Paper Dolls, Fabulous
Party

2021-04-04

with this fashion activity book you can feel like a fashion designer 3
paper dolls with many charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play
dress up with them for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children while cutting out
will improve their scissor skills coloring the line art can help to find
good color combinations and developing a sense of style and design
younger children may need help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and
clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun
family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and
collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations
new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a
digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper
dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way
is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps
to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family
playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and
fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper
dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a
long history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls
these are modern fashion dolls collecting these paper dolls and sharing
them with children can also make fashion and design become one of their
passions

Amanda Dresses Up Sticker Paper Doll

1999-05-01

youngsters will love dressing this little charmer in beaded dresses hats
with flowers and feathers high heeled shoes and more 21 mix and match
items in a vintage wardrobe

When We Grow Up Paper Doll Set

1990-01-01

grover baby bear cookie monster big bird count von count bert ernie
prairie dawn and more all of your favorite sesame street characters are
here you ll find twelve different paper dolls to play with plus nearly
forty different outfits and other items including hats the countmobile
and a colorful play scene plus everything is pre cut so it s a snap to
remove them from the book



Sesame Street Paper Dolls Dress-Up

2011-04-01

learn how to make your own miniature paper doll fashions with this
charming guide which weaves together the tale of two spirited sisters and
their dazzling wardrobe of vintage fashions costume designer lauren
george offers playful interpretations of authentic historical dress in
her story of reo and lucille who abandon their conventional lives in
1880s detroit to join the circus the first in a series of daring
adventures each step of the detailed instructions is accompanied by a
color photo that shows you how to create fabulous costumes for the pair
as they travel across the country working as entertainers aboard a
mississippi riverboat celebrating mardi gras in new orleans performing
with a wild west show as well as at a new york city amusement park
exploring the antarctic joining a crew of stunt aviators and ultimately
returning to detroit to help harry houdini expose fake spiritualists you
don t need specialized skills for these projects they are simple enough
for beginners but sophisticated enough to intrigue experienced crafters
each how to section begins with a brief introduction that places the
costumes in historical context and includes a materials list photographic
guide and ideas for further research you ll learn how to create workable
templates prepare pattern pieces and embellish the dainty outfits with
shoes handbags gloves hats and jewelry materials consisting mostly of cut
paper and flourishes of beads lace and ribbon are inexpensive and easy to
find you ll find everything you need to join the sisters on their
adventures or invent your own plenty of helpful suggestions include tips
for cultivating your own style and adapting the techniques you ve learned
to create original designs

L. Delaney's All Dolled Up

2017-02-15

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits in 1940s
styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians
fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or
anyone interested in 1940s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop



communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals 1940s Paper Dolls

2019-08-13

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits in 1980s
styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians
fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or
anyone interested in 1980s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not



exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals 1980s Paper Dolls

2020-01-14

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits in 1990s
styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians
fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or
anyone interested in 1990s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults



Dollys and Friends Originals 1990s Paper Dolls

2020-03-14

meet the new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin
creating your collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper
dolls and more than 50 figure skating and ice dance costumes this book is
a perfect gift for figure skaters fashion enthusiasts paper doll
collectors or anyone interested in figure skating and ice dance please be
aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults
paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make
great gifts for children younger children may need the help to cut these
dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is
a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and
children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down
to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with
paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change
clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the
traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing
together also helps to develop communication and cooperation between
friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role
playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with
these paper dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper
dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique and vintage
paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls in this edition
you will find many figure skating and ice dance costumes every new outfit
from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by
these original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion become one of their passions paper doll
fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is
cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great time with
this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts history
lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals Figure Skating
Paper Dolls

2020-08-31

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and 30 outfits in 1900s styles of
fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion
enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone
interested in 1900s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper



dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals 1900s Paper Dolls

2020-06-15

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits in 1970s
styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion historians
fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or
anyone interested in 1970s please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and



although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone
who is cutting out these dolls and trying the outfits can have a great
time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults

Dollys and Friends Originals 1970s Paper Dolls

2019-10-10

with an easy to remove punch out doll and 16 different outfits kids can
use their imagination to transform abby into a scientist a police officer
a ballerina an astronuat and other magical characters

Sesame Street Abby Loves to Dress Up! Paper Doll

2012-05-17

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop



communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1930s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2019-11-09

remember the days when kids dressed up for school you won t find pajama
bottoms or sweatshirts in this delightful 1950s reproduction paper doll
book a boy bobbie and two girls kitty and laurie have more than 36
outfits plus accessories for school play dress up and nighttime kitty s
outfits include a dotted swiss dress for parties a navy dress and bonnet
for church a precious plaid coat an apron for baking gingerbread cookies
a smock for art projects a bo peep costume for dress up and a sailor
dress and dolly with matching dress her best friend laurie has a pretty
pink party dress a gypsy costume for dress up a calico blouse with
coordinating skirt and a play smock complete with scissors for cutting
paper dolls for school bobbie wears brown shorts with a blue sweater and
even a bow tie he has a yellow rain slicker and a cowboy outfit for dress
up there are more than 60 items in all for hours of paper play this
charming paper doll book helps recall the sweeter times of yesteryear a
treat for collectors and a fun way to introduce paper dolls to children
of today

When Bobby Grows Up

1989

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with



more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

School Friends Paper Dolls

2015-02-24

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not



perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Dollys and Friends Originals Color, Cut, Dress
Up 1920s Paper Dolls Coloring Book

2019-10-28

with a punch out doll and 16 colorful costumes children can help elmo
pretend to be a high flying superhero carpenter circus clown french chef
astronaut and other imaginative characters

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1940s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2019-11-16

city girl paper doll to cut out dress updelight girlswith this wonderful
gift ages 5 guaranteed hours of fun with this creative papercraft skills
improved and practised scissor skills fine motor skills montessori
friendly creative storytelling communication skills conversational skills
while pretend playing creative thought while make believe stories are
inventedbook contains 30 pages dimensions 8 5 x 11 25 3 dolls which can
be cut out from the back cover and another 3 on the inside of the book a
paper dog a paper house many items of clothing which can be mixed and
matched a stand for your doll to use while dressing it or for storage 5
clothed dolls which can be used to play with the house providedpaper
dolls can provide a fantastic opportunity for children to work through
emotions in anon threatening way while pretend playing parents can see



how their children perceive their environment while playing recommended
to paste dolls dog house and clothing on card stock or thin cardboard
cereal boxes would be great for this laminate the dolls etc to ensure
that they will last longer use velcro circles sticky glue double sided
tape can be used to hold clothes in place the above will make them more
durable for younger childrenbuy the perfect gift for girls aged 5

Sesame Street Elmo Loves to Dress Up! Paper Doll

2012-05-17

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 35 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 35 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions



City Girl Paper Doll

2022-02-05

city girl paper doll to cut out dress up delight girls with this
wonderful gift ages 5 guaranteed hours of fun with this creative
papercraft skills improved and practised scissor skills fine motor skills
montessori friendly creative storytelling communication skills
conversational skills while pretend playing creative thought while make
believe stories are invented book contains 30 pages dimensions 8 5 x 11
25 3 dolls which can be cut out from the back cover and another 3 on the
inside of the book a paper dog a paper house many items of clothing which
can be mixed and matched a stand for your doll to use while dressing it
or for storage 5 clothed dolls which can be used to play with the house
provided paper dolls can provide a fantastic opportunity for children to
work through emotions in a non threatening way while pretend playing
parents can see how their children perceive their environment while
playing recommended to paste dolls dog house and clothing on card stock
or thin cardboard cereal boxes would be great for this laminate the dolls
etc to ensure that they will last longer use velcro circles sticky glue
double sided tape can be used to hold clothes in place the above will
make them more durable for younger children buy the perfect gift for
girls aged 5

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1910s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-08-03

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a



screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

City Girl Paper Doll

2021-08-28

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage



fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1990s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-06-23

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these



original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1950s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-01-08

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and 30 outfits with this coloring
book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create unique
wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also like
their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and coloring
enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with more than
30 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations to last
longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock before
cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so you
can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case of an
error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require careful
hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1970s Paper Dolls Coloring



Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-05-12

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this
coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create
unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also
like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and
coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with
more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations
to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock
before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so
you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case
of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood
memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper
dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper
dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress
up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a
screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for
developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games
goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone
can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories
full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and
although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends
are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage
fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although
there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed books it
is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not
exact period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the
dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit from
dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with
children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1900s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-07-10

dress up peppa pig george mummy pig and daddy pig in this fun filled
paper doll book with stickers children ages 3 to 7 will have hours of fun



with the full color paper dolls and reusable stickers that allow them to
dress up peppa pig george mummy pig and daddy pig plus peppa fans can act
out oink tastic adventures against the fun full color backgrounds in this
brilliant activity book peppa pig is a loveable little piggy who lives
with her younger brother george mummy pig and daddy pig peppa loves
playing games dressing up visiting exciting places and making new friends
but her absolute favorite thing is jumping up and down in muddy puddles
peppa pig airs daily on nick jr and focuses on strong brand values that
parents and kids identify with family friendship trust humor and life
experiences

Color, Cut, Dress Up 1980s Paper Dolls Coloring
Book, Dollys and Friends Originals

2020-06-03

paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys
nothing more but through the centuries paper figures have reflected
religious and political beliefs notions of womanhood motherhood and
family the dictates of fashion approaches to education individual self
image and self esteem and ideas about death this book examines paper
dolls and their symbolism from icons made by priests in ancient china to
printable kim kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral
objects have an enduring and sometimes surprising presence in history and
culture

Peppa Pig Paper Doll Book (Peppa Pig)

2020-07-07

fairy tale fans big and small can dress up princess leonora 8 plates of
elegant full color costumes feature a ball gown tiara riding outfit
conical hat and more the doll is perforated for easy removal

Paper Dolls

2017-08-23

a highly giftable stylish paper doll book published in partnership with
the metropolitan museum of art s costume institute home to unforgettable
fashion travel through 14 key moments in fashion history from the 1880s
to the present day learn about the clothes that people wore through
lavishly illustrated scenes featuring outfits from the costume institute
s collection each outfit tells a story and links to a time and place from
hollywood glamour to a 1970s roller disco and an eco friendly 2020s
clothes swap read about the designs of the times with select highlights
of key designers and must know facts turn to the back of the book to
press out and play with three dolls and choose from 14 stunning outfits
to style them learn more about each outfit before styling your doll and



head to the scene in the book for hours of imaginative play this luxury
keepsake is perfect for gifting and features an integrated sturdy card
envelope at the back to keep the dolls tucked safe after use the
metropolitan museum of art new york

Princess Leonora Paper Doll

2007-06-01

packaged to look like a real emma doll this innovative format includes a
2 in 1 figurine over 50 press out dance costumes including dance
adventure and fairytale outfits and a book maximizes children s
creativity with mix and match tutus tops and accessories to make each
costume unique includes a pull out stage platform for emma s concerts

The Met Dress-Up Paper Dolls

2023-04-04

with four dolls and eight clothing pages this 1945 reproduction features
four darling children and their little pet lamb the four friends have
clothes for school bedtime playtime including a yanks baseball uniform
for dress up it features costumes to play cowboys and indians sailor
circus clown and little bo peep

The Wiggles Emma! Fancy Dress-Up Book Premium
Paper Doll Set

2020-11

pert and pretty paper dolls have glamour galore 1948 was the grand finale
of fabulous 40s fashion and paper studio press celebrates that era with a
new reprint of a vintage paper doll book the nine little dolls are pin up
pretties playfully posed and ready to cut out and dress up in an
extensive wardrobe of 55 outfits with lots of sophisticated accessories
there are fashions for every occasion snappy tailored suits chic cocktail
dresses dazzling evening gowns boudoir swim and sports clothes too the
cute little glamour girls are in show biz and they have costumes for a
variety of movie rolls including harem girls and hula dancers this
reprinted vintage paper doll book has been carefully restored to proudly
present the artfully painted dolls and their gorgeous fashions rendered
in the by gone brushstroke style of fashion illustrations in the 40s an
authentic collectible of the past now available to collector s today

The Lollypop Crowd Stand-up Paper Dolls

2007-08



welcome to this detailed and fun paper dolls book you will enjoy dressing
up the paper dolls in costumes of 10 different famous artists throughout
history this book also includes a short biography of each artist so kids
can learn art history while they play the features of this book are as
follows 2 different dolls on the back cover for you to cut out 10
different artist inspired costumes for you to dress up your dolls
biography is included for each of the artists to use this book cut out
the dolls you see on the front and back covers the cover is made of
thicker paper so it will work well for your dolls color and cut out the
costumes inside the book including the tabs attach the costumes to the
dolls by folding the tabs you can mix and match any costume to any doll
you can even mix accessories and clothing from different outfits all
pictures are one sided so no bleed through issues unique and original
designs are not to be found anywhere else artists you will find in this
book are frida kahlovincent van goghleonardo da vincihenri de toulouse
lautrecmarc chagallgeorgia o keefeandy warholgustav klimtsalvador
dalipablo picassothank you for getting this book you and your kids will
love it

Pert and Pretty Paper Dolls

2015-11-12

little lady her dog lucymixed media paper art dollspatterns
printableslittle lady paper art dolls are our take on the classic
articulated paper dolls made popular in the late 1800 s the pattern book
includes both full size patterns and our easy peasy print cut make color
printables to make up little lady her dog lucy and their outfits
accessories it s one pattern lots of ways use the patterns to make up
your little lady paper art dolls and outfits in paper or fabric or a
combination of both we ve included lots of design options to get you
started and to help make the dolls truly your own including easy
personalization paper dolls make great gifts we ve also included loads of
fun extras initial monograms initial appliques little lady wrist tags
presentation storage folder with name label paper doll stand alphabet
garland printableslittle lady is available as both a print book and as
digital downloads kindle pdf easy print guides and conversion options are
included with all formats kindle ebook 71 pagesprint book 84 pagesthe
back sides of the printable pages in the print version have been left
plain or blank

Famous Artist Paper Doll Coloring Book

2022-07-31

meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls
dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls
with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 evening dresses
this book is a perfect gift for fashion enthusiasts and paper doll
collectors please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand



cutting paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories for adults but
also make great gifts for children younger children may need help to cut
these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however
this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring
adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always
been passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot
while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games
allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen
cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing
motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and
cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand
with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the
time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity
and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by
antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion
dolls every new outfit from dollys and friends originals books you will
get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these paper
dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history
become one of their passions paper doll fans and children of all ages can
enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and trying
the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity whether
they are fashion enthusiasts history lovers paper doll collectors
children or adults

Little Lady Paper ART Dolls

2020-06-16

Dollys and Friends Originals, Evening Gowns
Paper Dolls

2023-11-07
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